RADIONICS CASE STUDY – “GRAMPS”
Part 1: Replicator Balancing
The following is an example of a real-world case study that was
conducted with “Gramps”, an eight-pound cat that we adopted
last fall after he was rescued by a local veterinary clinic. He is
estimated to be between 14 and 16 years old – literally long in
the tooth. Gramps suffers from recurring nasal infections due to
extensive damage to the mucus membranes of his
interconnected ear, nose and throat passageways, presumably
an outcome of his living in the wild for an unknown period of
time.
OBJECTIVE: The primary goal of Part 1 of the study was to conduct a quick energetic
balance of this animal using radionics. A secondary objective was to utilize the Reverse
Phase broadcast capabilities of the Replicator, which would allow the animal’s own
nasal discharge to act as an anti-reagent to any disharmonious energetic conditions. This
work was conducted under the on-site supervision of Gramps’ primary veterinarian.
SET UP:
The Replicator was connected to a Kelly
Personal Instrument, with leads connecting the blue
jacks on the Personal Instrument (marked either
“Reaction Plate” or “Output”) to the matching blue jacks
on the Replicator (marked “Aux In”). This configuration
allowed easy checking of radionic rates during all
analysis operations. An instant photo of Gramps served
as the witness. This was placed in the input well of the
personal instrument.
A 56 Phase Array Antenna (7 plate) was connected to the Replicator’s “Aux Out” jacks
for use in all dowsing, as well as to boost overall broadcast effectiveness. A desktop
collection of reagents was also available for use.
Quick Scan Mini-Analysis
Step 1:
Appropriateness of the overall project was tested with a photo of Gramps
in the input well of the Personal Instrument, Bank 1 turned on and set to “100.00-0.00”, all
amplifiers turned off, and the question phrased, “Is it appropriate to begin this balancing
project, thine will be done, no harm to anyone?” A strong stick was detected on the reaction
plate, indicating a solid “Yes”.
Step 2:
The energetic state of the animal was analyzed in several categories in
order to generate a baseline of information and expose any relevant trends. The first two,
General Vitality (9.00-49.00) and Reserve Energy (11.00-100.00) were selected analytically.
The rest were selected by quickly dowsing for reactions from the “conditions” section of the
animal analysis chart as follows:
The photo witness was in the input well of the Personal Instrument, Bank 1 turned on and
set to “0.00-100.00”. All amplifiers were turned off. A finger on the left hand slowly
scanned down the list of condition names while rubbing for a stick on the reaction plate and
phrasing the following question:
“Which energetic conditions are most significantly impacting Gramps at this time?”
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When a strong stick was detected, that condition was noted. The intensities of all noted
conditions were then analyzed in turn by setting each rate on Bank 1 and taking a reading
with the Intensity dial and the reaction plate/antenna. The result was a mini-analysis of
10 key rates. The same 10 rates were rechecked during the middle of the balancing
program, then again at the end, in order to assess impact.
Reverse Phase Replicator Broadcasts
The secondary goal of the project was to test the impact
of the Replicator when utilizing the Reverse Phase
Broadcast Mode and the animal’s own nasal discharge
as an anti-reagent.
When placed in this mode, the
Replicator captures the subtle energy signatures of
whatever samples are placed in the Output well of the
unit, then generates a cancellation wave for those
signatures by reversing them into an out of phase mode
through a secondary amplifier. This neutralizing wave is
automatically broadcast back to whatever witness is in
the Input well of either the Replicator or a connected
Kelly Personal Instrument.
For Gramps, this would
mean that the disharmonious energetic patterns of any viruses, toxins, allergens or
other poisons found in the nasal discharge could be neutralized simultaneously
without the usual time consuming process of seeking to detect all of them individually
through the course of a complete radionic analysis.
Step 1:
The photo witness was placed in the input well of the Personal Instrument,
A
sample of nasal discharge was captured from Gramps on a tissue, placed in a new zip lock
baggie and placed in the Output well of the Replicator.
Step 2:
Bank 1 turned on and set to “0.00-100.00”. The amplifier on the Personal
Instrument was activated, then the Phase switch on the Replicator was set to “Reverse”.
Reagents were added and/or subtracted at this time based on a stick on the reaction plate in
response to the question, “Will this reagent benefit this broadcast at this time, thine will be
done, no harm to anyone?”
Step 3:
With both instruments activated as described above, the Replicator’s potency
dial was then slowly turned while testing for a stick on the reaction plate. As soon as a
strong stick was found, the dial was left at that setting. A balancing time was then dowsed
by rubbing on the reaction plate while asking questions like “Is the balancing time greater
than five minutes, thine will be done, no harm to anyone? Is it six minutes… seven
minutes… eight minutes…” and so on until a stick was achieved on the plate. The resultant
time was set on an egg timer.
Step 4:
At the end of the specified time the Replicator was turned off and the potency
dial reset to zero. On the Personal Instrument, the amplifier was turned off, all reagents
were removed from the Input well, Bank 1 was set to General Vitality (9.00-49.00) and a
quick recheck of this rate.
Step 5:
Asked the question, “Should this project continue?” while rubbing the reaction
plate. A strong stick for “yes” was always detected.
Step 6:
Repeated Step 1 through Step 5. A higher position on the Replicator Potency
dial was indicated with each repetition of the process, as without fail the Potency dial would
no longer register a stick at the previous setting.
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RESULTS:
Reverse Phase Replicator Broadcasts
This table summarizes the specific settings, times and reagents used with the Replicator.
Broadcast
1
2
3

Potency
Dial Setting
3c
6c
12c

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

200c
M
10M
LM
CM
MM
10MM
Total Time:

Time (minutes)
4
3
6
4
8
13
13
15
14
14
94

Reagents
none
none
Epson salts, manganese, sea salt,
silica, tap water
Manganese, sea salt, silica, tap water
same as above
Rain water, sea salt, silica, tap water
same as above
Rain water, sea salt, tap water
same as above
same as above

New GV
375
335
350
440
445
500
555
610
600
625

Mini-Analysis Comparison
Objective:
Description
Appropriateness
General Vitality
Reserve Energy
Virus
Parasites
Toxins
Staph
Congestion
Fungus
Toxicity
Fungus

Overall energetic balancing using nasal discharge as an anti-reagent.
After
After
Before
Broadcast 5
Broadcast 10
Rate
1st Broadcast
100.00-0.00
YES
YES
YES
9.00-49.00
375
445
625
11.00-100.00
265
290
400
2.00-100.00
420
320
225
19.00-100.00
340
230
75
20.00-100.00
280
400
275
35.00-100.00
300
200
100
40.00-100.00
370
315
100
45.00-100.00
370
320
150
53.00-100.00
250
240
120
85.00-100.00
400
320
130

Comparison of the three mini-analyses revealed positive results in all areas, with increases
in both General Vitality and Reserve Energy. Energetic patterns of conditions were
consistently decreased in all areas except for one: “Toxins”, where the intensity actually
spiked upward at the middle broadcast, then dropped back down to the starting point at the
end. A stubborn condition that does not respond to general balancing points us toward “the
cause behind the cause” – the next step that our radionic research should take. In this case,
difficulty dispelling toxins might be resolved with a tune up to the systems that manage the
flow of energy through a living system, as found on the “ACES” worksheet.
The ACES worksheet was first introduced as a quick, easy-to-use process for tuning up the
energy handling capabilities of a living energy system. The chakra are the pathways by
which the universal energy enters the system, then the aura radiates that energy outward.
The “elimination” systems are responsible for capture and/or disposal of unwanted and
waste energy patterns. A living energy system operates better and more smoothly when
these fundamental process are operating well. Energetic balancing in these areas better
prepares and equips the living system to take care of itself.
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